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1. Introduction. There are two well-known methods to build up algebras from given
algebras, the direct and inverse limits, and a systematic account of these constructions may be
found in [2]. It is known that every algebra can be represented as a direct limit of finitely
generated algebras although in some cases the representation is trivial. Furthermore, Haimo
[3] has established a certain inverse limit representation for the class of all infinite Boolean
algebras which generalises, in actual fact, to the class of all infinite lattices with 1. The purpose
of this note is to exhibit a certain nontrivial inverse limit representation which is peculiar to
the class of infinite, complete Boolean algebras.

2. Preliminaries. The definitions and results of this section are selected from [1] and [2].
An up(down)-directed set is a partially ordered set </; ^ > in which every pair of elements has
an upper (lower) bound. A nonempty subset / of a partially ordered set / is said to be cofinal
in I whenever V a e / , 3 / ? e / satisfying a ^ /?. Any cofinal subset of an up-directed set is
necessarily up-directed. An inverse family J of Boolean algebras is defined to be a triplet of
the following objects:

(i) An up-directed set </; ^ > .
(ii) Boolean algebras 3&'„ = <^?a; u , n , '> for each ccel.

(iii) Homomorphisms <j>fa : 38 x -+3&p for all /? ^ a (a, Pel), such that y g /? ^ a => cpyx =
4>yi>°<f>i>v ft™ is the identity on 3SX and, if lp, Qp (\x, 0a) are the greatest and least elements of
38p(33a), then <^a(la) = 1, and ^ . (OJ = 0,.

The inverse limit of an inverse family J = {3Sa\ <j)fx | a e / } is defined as that subset of the direct
product Y\ @z consisting of all functions / satisfying V (/J ^ a), <l>px(t(ct)) = t(fi); it is a sub-

algebra of Y\ @a
 a "d is denoted by lim{&&a; (f>Px \ a e / } . If Jis any cofinal subset in the index

set / of an inverse family J', then the corresponding inverse limits are isomorphic.
If 3d™ denotes the inverse limit of an inverse family J = {$ a ; ^ a | a e / } of Boolean

algebras, then the maps px:^Sa>-*^x ( a e / ) defined by pa(t) = t(a) VteSS'0 are homo-
morphisms and will be referred to as canonical homomorphisms. If <j>: $S -> SS^ is an inverse
limit representation of a Boolean algebra 38, then the homomorphisms (j)a =px°(j): 38 -»SSa

will be referred to as decomposition homomorphisms. If in any such representation we replace
each 38a by its associated subalgebra 3§* = {f(a): te3Sx} and each homomorphism
<l>f)* :@a^@tt by its restriction <£*„ = <f>px \ 38*, then it is evident that 38 s lim {38*; <j)fia \ ccel}

is an inverse limit representation of 38 in which each decomposition homomorphism and each
homomorphism 4>*x is surjective. We shall assume that this replacement has been made in
any inverse limit representation.
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Every Boolean algebra 38 has, of course, a trivial inverse limit representation, namely,
as the inverse limit of the family {88a; <f>pa\ael}, where / is an arbitrary up-directed set,
3Sa = 38 V a e / a n d each homomorphism <j>pa is the identity on 8S. It is clear that in any trivial
representation all decomposition homomorphisms are bijective. Furthermore, if {88a; <^a | a e /}
is an inverse family in which / has a greatest element au then the singleton subset {o^} is
cofinal in / and so lim{^?a; <j>Pa\aeI} = 38ai. With these remarks in mind we make the

following definition.
A Boolean algebra is inversely reducible if and only if it has a representation as an inverse

limit of Boolean algebras in which no decomposition homomorphism is an isomorphism.

3. In preparation for the main theorem we recall that a filter V in a Boolean algebra 8S
is said to be dense whenever it satisfies V** = 38 (where V* denotes the pseudo-complement
of V within the lattice of filters of 88), or, equivalently, whenever its " lower section "
V~ = {aeSS : a ^ x V xe V} contains only the element 0. Finally we need the following

LEMMA. In any infinite Boolean algebra there exists at least one proper, dense filter.

Proof. Suppose to the contrary that no proper filter in 88 is dense; then in particular no
maximal filter in 38 can be dense. Let V be an arbitrary maximal filter in 88 and suppose that
a e V " , so that a g / V / e V . Then aeV; for otherwise the join Va = Vu(a) | of V and the
principal filter (a) | = {xe38;x^a} generated by a properly contains V, and maximality
yields Vo = 38. Hence 0 =fnx for some/e V and x ^ a, which implies that 0 =fna = a and
therefore V~ = {0}, so that V is dense. It follows now that every maximal filter in 88 is
principal or, equivalently, that 38 is finite, contrary to the hypothesis of the lemma.

THEOREM. Any infinite, complete Boolean algebra is inversely reducible.

Proof. If 88 is an infinite complete Boolean algebra, then the preceding lemma asserts
the existence of a proper, dense filter V = {ax : <xe/}. For each a e / , let (ax)l denote the
principal ideal in 38 generated by the element ax of V; then, since V is proper, o , # 0 V a e /
and so (qa)l # {0}, V a e / . Furthermore, since fl a« exists and (~| oa =

 a» V a e / , it follows that
a € / aeI

0 aaeV~ and so f\ ax = 0, which implies that f~| (fl«)l = (H a«)l = W - Now, since V is
ae / ae / ae / ae/

a filter in 38, the elements of V are trivially down-directed by the partial ordering inherited
from 38 and so, if we partially order the index set / by requiring that /? ̂  a +-> aa ^ afi, it
follows that the pair </; ^ > is an up-directed set indexing the family of congruences Oa

induced by the ideals (aJJ, of 88 in such a way that f\ \ = co (the equality relation) and
a e /

/? ̂  a -+ Oa £ 0^. It follows now that the system of quotient algebras 3Sa = 88l<ba and
homomorphisms <f>pa : 88a -»38fi defined by (j>^([x]x) = [x]p V xe38 (where [x]a denotes the con-
gruence class modulo Oa containing x) form an inverse family and that, by the classical Birkhoff
subdirect product theorem, the correspondence <p: 83->SH™ = l im{^ a ; <j)fict\<xel} defined by

(j)(x) = txe8S'°, where ^(a) = [x]x V a e / , is an isomorphism from 38 onto the subalgebra
{tx:xe38} of 8Sm. Furthermore, since <Da^coVae/, this representation is such that no
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decomposition homomorphism is an isomorphism. To show that & is inversely reducible it
suffices to show that <f> is onto 3SX and to do this we use the completeness of SI. Let t be an
arbitrary element in ?̂°° and write t(a) = [xx]x V ael; then in showing that <f> is surjective, it
suffices to show that there exists xeSS such that [*]„ = [xx]a Vae l . But [x]a = [xx]x*-*x =
xa(Q>a)*->x+xae(at)l {where a+b stands for (anb')u(br\a')} or, equivalently, x.+xa g ax*-*
(x+xx)a'x = 0 (where ab stands for anb). Hence <j> is surjective if and only if

U (x+x,K = 0 ~ U (.xx'ma'avx'xaa'J = 0.
ael ael

Now, any complete Boolean algebra is infinitely meet (and join) distributive and so $ is onto
SB"" if and only if the Boolean equation ( U x'xa'x)x<u( U xxa'x)x' = 0 admits a solution. But

ael ael

it is easily seen that a Boolean equation of this form admits a solution if and only if the
product of its coefficients is the element 0 and so, by the generalised distributive law
( U xa)( U yfi) = U xa yfi, which is known to hold in any complete Boolean algebra, it

IEI fiej ael,fiej

follows that <j> is onto ^°° if and only if (J x'a aaxfi a'f = 0. Once again
Oi.fi e I

U xaa'axfia'p

p g aauap V a, Pel.

On interchanging the roles of a. and /? in the latter condition and combining the two, we have
the equivalent condition xx+xp £ ax<jafiV tx, Pel. But ax\jape V V a, PeI, so that axuafi = ay

for some ye I, which is easily seen to coincide with the greatest lower bound <XA/J of the pair
a, P in </; g >. In summary then, cj> is onto ^°° if and only if xa+x0 ^aXA/), which, on writing
y for a A p, is equivalent to xx+xfie(ay)l V a, PeI*-*xa = xfl(O7) V a, peI<-> [xx]y = [*„],
V a, Pel. But y ^ a, jS implies [xy],, = /(y) = <^ya(/(a)) = [xx]y and similarly [xy]v = [xp]y, so
that [xa]y = [xp]y V a, Pel. Hence 0 is onto ^°° and is therefore the required inverse limit
representation of S3.
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